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Morning <<First Name>>, here're some recent news on infrastructure and alternative
assets. Enjoy!
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China to build 15 national logistics hubs in 2019, 6/4/2019
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Belt & Road Initiative

China moves to define ‘Belt and Road’ projects for first time, 3/4/2019
One of the people said the National Development and Reform Commission, or NDRC, is working on a list of
legitimate Belt and Road Initiative projects officially acknowledged by the Chinese government. It would include
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both state-owned enterprises and private companies, helping authorities improve regulation of projects, the
person said.
Read More

US not sending high-level officials to China's Belt and Road summit,
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Beijing ‘fully behind’ Hong Kong taking leading aviation role for China’s ambitious global trade and
infrastructure projects,
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China to build 15 national logistics hubs in 2019, 6/4/2019
China will start building about 15 national logistics hubs this year in its bid to build a nation-wide logistics hub
network.
Read More

China to relax residency curbs, boost infrastructure in new urbanisation push,
China's warehouse, storage services expand in March,
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Oyo to flood Japan with budget hotels in new deal with SoftBank,
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India: Piramal Group, Canadian pension funds in race for GIP road assets, 9/4/2019
Canadian pension funds CPPIB and CDPQ, and the Piramal Group have entered the final round of bidding to
acquire Highway Concessions One (HC1), the roads portfolio of infrastructure fund manager Global
Infrastructure Partners (GIP), two people aware of the development said.
Read More

Malaysia looking at affordable alternatives to RTS Link with Singapore, says Mahathir,
Hmlet to open its largest co-living space in Singapore at former CPIB headquarters,
Penang’s PIL and LRT to go ahead,
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Modi pledges $1.44 trillion on infrastructure in re-election bid,
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‘Lost opportunity’: Is the $100bn infrastructure spend future proofing Australia?, 5/4/2019
While the Labor party is beginning to think with a futuristic mindset through funding an electric car and charging
stations scheme, it is still clear that Australia’s leaders have a very outdated view of the type of infrastructure
required and whether it is future proofing our country.
Read More

Roads, rail and car parks get $100bn infrastructure spend in Australian budget – but over a decade,
2/4/2019
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Norway SWF gets green light for up to €18bn in renewables, 5/4/2019
The Norwegian government is allowing the country’s NOK9trn (€932bn) sovereign wealth fund (SWF) to invest
up to 2% of the fund’s value in unlisted renewable energy infrastructure.
Read More

Savills IM acquires Paris logistics property from Barings,
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